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Abstract. Setup costs are a crucial factor in many branches of industry
and frequently sequence dependent. However, the empirical acquisition
of setup costs is inaccurate and not practicable for companies with large
product portfolios operating in volatile markets. We therefore propose
an abstract model for the estimation of such sequence dependent setup
costs and subsequently apply dispatching and scheduling strategies to
generate optimized production sequences. Both approaches are tested on
randomly generated test instances and a real-world production scenario.
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1 Introduction

In the last decades, many branches of industry saw a shift from mass produc-
tion to flexible manufacturing of customized products in small lot sizes. This
is often coupled with more frequent setups to prepare machines or tooling for
the subsequent product to be manufactured. As noted by Allahverdi et al. [3]
the majority of scheduling research since the mid-1950s considered setup time
as negligible or part of the processing time. However, in a more recent follow-up
survey [4] a significant increase in interest in scheduling problems involving setup
times/costs was detected, with more than 300 papers published between 1999
and 2006 compared to only 190 papers that were published prior to 1999.

Setup times vary vastly between industries, but there are many fields where
it is a major component and can amount up to 40% - 70% of the total manu-
facturing time. Setup times and costs are frequently coupled but not necessarily
directly proportional. In this paper, setup costs comprise monetary, temporal,
or personnel costs. Following the classification in [4], we present an approach to
optimize the special case of non-batch, sequence-dependent setup costs.

Many algorithms in the scheduling literature that aim to minimize sequence-
dependent setup cost rely on the availability of a matrix for each machine, which
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contains the required setup costs for all possible ordered pairs of consecutive
products. As proposed by Gilmore and Gomory [7], the problem to minimize
the total setup costs can then be reformulated as an asymmetrical Traveling
Salesman Problem (aTSP), where each city represents a product and distances
between cities correspond to the required setup times.

In real life applications a complete setup costs matrix is frequently not avail-
able and empirical values from the production plant are usually averages that
conceal the sequence dependency of setups. White and Wilson [11] address this
issue by collecting data, namely setup times and characteristics, in a produc-
tion facility over several months and by developing a prediction equation for the
required setup times for new products, which can be incorporated in schedul-
ing decisions. The developed equation is specifically targeted to the production
scenario observed in their case study and highly dependent on the parts manu-
factured in the company as well as the available manufacturing equipment. We
investigated this problem from the point of view of a manufacturer who pro-
duces machines for the metalworking industry. In this scenario, the automatic
optimization of job sequences with regard to setup costs is meant to be an ad-
ditional feature for their customers. Visits to selected customers confirmed that
setup cost estimation needs to be treated case-by-case. However, it would not
be practical to generate a custom prediction equation for each customer. As a
consequence, we discarded the empirical measurements entirely and replaced the
complicated real-world setup process by an abstract model developed in coop-
eration with our partner. This also involved the analysis of setup operations on
their machines and a subsequent definition of a set of characteristics, that can
be used to define custom setup cost functions for different production scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an abstract
model for the setup problem and states the optimization objective. In Section 3
two optimization approaches, which are based on scheduling and dispatching,
are introduced. Results obtained with both approaches are listed and analyzed
in Section 4. The paper is concluded with an outlook on future work and a
summary in Section 5.

2 An Abstract Model for Machine Setup Problems

We designed a generic optimization system, which can be adapted for different
industries where sequence dependent setup costs are relevant, such as chemical
compounds manufacturing, metal processing, food processing, or paper indus-
tries. The overall optimization concept for a single machine environment is illus-
trated in Figure 1, with industry, machine, or customer specific elements marked
by numbers.

Each optimization algorithm receives a set of production jobs as input, which
should be arranged such that the total setup costs are minimized. We believe
that machine manufacturers are best suited to model and characterize setup re-
quirements, while the customers can better assess the relevance of these model
parameters for their production scenarios. To illustrate this point, setup - as de-
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the generic optimization system and required inputs
that must be supplied to optimize job processing plans with respect to setup costs.
Two alternative optimization approaches based on scheduling and dispatching were
implemented.

fined by a manufacturer - may include full or partial dismantling of the old setup,
cleaning, additional setup work, transport of tools to and from the machine etc.,
and all or none of the above might be relevant for a certain manufacturers op-
timization problem [12, 2]. For example, transport times might be negligible if
the tools are stored in a trolley beside the machine. In this paper we therefore
propose an optimization approach that can integrate a custom, customer-defined
objective function. A default objective function could of course be defined by the
manufacturer as well. In any case, we suggest that the manufacturer supplies

1. a definition of a model to represent setup configurations and
2. a definition of a set of characteristics, that either assess a certain configura-

tion or evaluate similarities/differences between pairs of configurations.

In order to evaluate generated job sequences the customer should

3. define an estimation function for the setup costs.

The characteristics defined in step 2 can be incorporated into the estimation
function in step 3. In addition, customer-specific data could be used to further
improve the scheduling objective function. For example, data extracted from an
enterprise resource planning system, such as job due dates or material avail-
ability, could be coupled with setup costs to realize full production planning
optimization.
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2.1 Example: Modeling a Construction Set

Fig. 2. Model of a setup
configuration.

To demonstrate the functionality of the system,
we chose to model a construction set that con-
sists of different building blocks, namely base-
plates of various dimensions and 72 different
bricks, which can be assembled to construct 3-
dimensional setup configurations, as illustrated by
Figure 2.

In this abstraction, a rectangular baseplate
represents a machine and bricks represent tools.
A setup configuration consists of one base plate of pre-defined width and length
plus a set of n bricks, which are defined by their width, length, and height.
Each building block has an index, starting with zero for the baseplate and then
enumerating the bricks. In addition, bricks in a configuration have a position
(x,y) and four possible rotation states. If bricks overlap, they are stacked on
each other, a brick with lower index having precedence over one with a higher
index. Given a single baseplate and a set of configuration definitions, we wish to
find a building sequence that entails the least setup effort. A number of simple
similarity measures is defined for the model, which can later be incorporated
into the objective function and the generated dispatching rule. The set of simple
similarity measures includes

– NumSameBricks - number of brick types present in both configurations
– NumBrickPairs - the number of identical bricks, meaning bricks that only

have to be moved and/or rotated between two configurations
– NumRotatedBricks - the number of bricks that are assembled in a non-

standard rotation state
– NumBricksSource - the total number of bricks in the source configuration
– NumBricksTarget - the total number of bricks in the target configuration
– MinTotalMovementCosts - sum of the minimal distance that identical

bricks must be moved between two configurations plus distances of added/
removed bricks to the nearest edge of the baseplate

– MinWeightedMovementCosts - same as MinTotalMovementCosts, but
the distances are weighted by the brick volume, assuming that larger bricks
are harder to move

– SurfaceSimilarity - similarity measure for surface similarity, looking at the
height profile from above

– VolumeSimilarity - volume similarity of two configurations, counting over-
lapping areas and weighting them in relation to the total volume difference

Based on these simple setup characteristics, we define the objective function as

Costs = MinWeightedMovementCosts+α·TransportT ools+β·RotationTools,

where TransportTools returns the number of added/removed bricks and Rota-
tionTools denotes the number of rotated tools. Parameters α and β specify the
costs per individual transport or rotation. For the optimization runs in Section 4
we set α = 20 and β = 3.
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3 Scheduling vs. Dispatching

Scheduling and dispatching are two ways of solving production planning prob-
lems that peruse fundamentally different optimization strategies. Scheduling is a
global approach, which creates a schedule - i.e. a sequence of jobs per machine -
that is intended to be optimal with respect to some criteria, such as minimal ac-
cumulated setup costs. It involves planning of the whole job processing sequence
in advance and is not directly suited for volatile environments where jobs arrive
dynamically during the day. In contrast, dispatching is a local approach, which
chooses the next most eligible candidate for processing from a set of pending jobs
every time the machine becomes idle, and is thus more convenient for dynamic
environments. Both scheduling and dispatching rules strive to optimize some
criterion, but dispatching is necessarily greedy with respect to the employed dis-
patching rule, while scheduling may sacrifice short term optimality for long term
optimality on the whole schedule.

3.1 Scheduling: Job Sequence Optimization with Genetic
Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are randomized, population-based search techniques,
which were pioneered by John Holland [8] in the early 70s. They have been
widely studied, experimented and applied to practical problem situations. GAs
draw inspiration from concepts of evolutionary biology, such as mutation, selec-
tion, and crossover, to evolve a population of candidate solutions. In this study,
solutions are represented as permutation lists, where each position encodes one
of n jobs. The employed genetic algorithm is a variant of the so-called standard
genetic algorithm, albeit equipped with an enhanced selection scheme that was
first introduced in [1]. The selection scheme, which is called offspring selection,
only accepts children that could outperform their parents. Genetic algorithms
are well suited to solve production scheduling problems, both for single and
multi-machine environments [6].

3.2 Dispatching: Generation of Complex Rules with Genetic
Programming

We also propose the generation of customized dispatching rules, that rely on
product or machine configuration similarities to reduce total setup costs on a
machine for a given number of jobs. Genetic programming (GP) can be seen as a
special GA variant that traditionally operates on tree structures, which can for
instance represent computer programs or mathematical formulas [9]. As shown
in the authors’ previous work [5] the use of GP to generate dispatching rules
has a couple of advantages: First and foremost the time-consuming generation
of the dispatching rule can be done offline on a training data set, but the actual
job sequence decisions during production are made in real-time with the rule.
Moreover, if the production scenario at a plant changes, for example due to an
increase in workload, the rule generation step can be repeated to adapt to the
new situation.
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4 Results

We tested our approach with the toy model from Section 2.1 and on a real-world
production scenario. Two test instances were generated: Dataset 1 consists of
a 50x50 base plate and 100 randomly generated setup configurations with 0-
20 bricks, uniformly drawn from 72 different brick types and rotated with a
probability of 5%. Dataset 2 was generated with the same settings as Dataset 1,
albeit with a larger problem dimension of 200 setup configurations that must be
scheduled. Lacking a known best solution, we compare the results to the best
performing simple global dispatching rule, as listed in Table 1. All test runs were
conducted with HeuristicLab, a generic and extensible framework for heuristic
and evolutionary optimization [10].

Table 1. Results for the global application of a single, simple dispatching rule on two
test instances. The respective best results are in bold face.

ID Sort Dispatching Rule Dataset 1 Dataset 2

0

MIN

NumSameBricks 663,716 1,342,512
1 NumBrickPairs 664,248 1,329,912
2 NumRotatedBricks 736,494 1,490,724
3 NumBricksTarget 734,852 1,487,702
3 MinTotalMovementCosts 764,144 1,589,214
4 MinWeightedMovementCosts 758,926 1,593,271
5 SurfaceSimilarity 723,684 1,503,179
6 VolumeSimilarity 728,723 1,506,459

7

MAX

NumSameBricks 762,535 1,581,838
8 NumBrickPairs 763,171 1,581,838
9 NumRotatedBricks 746,946 1,491,929
3 NumBricksTarget 744,064 1,488,374

10 MinTotalMovementCosts 661,304 1,285,762
11 MinWeightedMovementCosts 608,175 1,201,339
12 SurfaceSimilarity 742,862 1,496,264
13 VolumeSimilarity 733,587 1,505,583

Table 2. Results obtained for direct sequence optimization with GA and the generation
of complex dispatching rules with GP

Problem Dispatching Variant Algorithm Average Std. Runtime

Dataset 1
Scheduling: Direct sequence optimization SGA 562,056 6,837 15 min
Dispatching: Generation of complex rule GP 588,959 6,967 10 hrs

Dataset 2
Direct optimization of configuration sequences SGA 1,162,544 12,782 30 min
Generation of complex rule GP 1,165,626 8,797 1 day

It can be seen that the Max(MinWeightedMovementCosts) dispatching strat-
egy yielded the best results on both test instances, which is not surprising, since
the chosen objective function is a sum of the MinWeightedMovementCosts plus
transport and rotation costs, as detailed in Section 2.1. To generate custom,
composite dispatching rules, a GP was configured with 1-elitism, 15% mutation
rate, maximum formula tree height of 10, and maximum tree size of 40. A pop-
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ulation size of 100 for Dataset 1 and 200 for Dataset 2 was used. Likewise, a GA
with 1-elitism, population size of 100, proportional selection, order crossover,
inversion mutation, and 5% mutation rate was employed to directly optimize
the job sequences. In addition, both approaches used offspring selection to steer
the algorithm.

Results averaged over 10 optimization runs are listed in Table 2. Composite
dispatching rules improved the results by 5% at most, compared to the best
simple priority rule, while the direct optimization of job sequences achieved a
maximal improvement of 10%. These meager results can be attributed to the
random generation of configurations in the test instances, which produced very
diverse setups. In real-world problems, part similarity is much more pronounced
and setup configurations therefore exhibit a stronger resemblance to eachother.
For the real-world industry application, we were indeed able to reduce setup
costs by 15% with generated dispatching rules and by 25% with direct sequence
optimization. In both applications, direct sequence optimization with GA ouper-
forms GP generated rules, both with respect to setup cost reduction and runtime.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this section we will interpret the obtained results and point out areas of
interest for future research.

For the problem dimensions investigated in this study, runtime and solu-
tion quality were in favor of the scheduling approach. However, with growing
complexity the monthly or weekly generation of a custom dispatching rule and
subsequent application in real-time during production becomes more and more
attractive. Whether the effort for the generation of a dispatching rule is worth-
while ultimately depends on the short and long term stability of the rule. We
believe that composite rules with conditionals have the potential to express such
complex sequencing decisions and wish to focus on rule stability analyses in a
future extension of our work.

Secondly, we emphasized the importance of integrating user-defined objective
functions. In this study only one objective function has been employed both for
the toy problem and the real-world scenario. Therefore the influence of different
objective functions on the algorithmic performance is still a pending question
and will have to be looked at in more detail.

Finally, different optimization approaches were only compared with each
other. The logical next step would be to directly match them against a human
expert and validate the generated job sequences in field tests in the production
facility. Structural analyses of the generated dispatching rules could reveal sim-
ilarities - or differences - with strategies employed by the human planner. This
step is essential, not only from a validation perspective, but also to perform
acceptance testing and establish trust in the software.
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